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Pretty good. The glow effects are a bit much, and setting up a gamepad took a bit of fiddling and tweaking, but enjoyable to
play. Scratches an itch when you can't get outside to fly.. I cant understand the bad rating of the game. If your controller is
configured well, the feeling of the game is soooo great. Absolutely recommend the game.. So Im going to start this review by
saying that i am a pilot. I have almost 200 hours logged on liftoff as well as flying in real life almost every day. And i think that
this company found out why games like liftoff have been in development for so long. their pid control work is extensive and
their game is mostly bug free. This game feels like there is no pid controller. its just adding torque and lots of angular drag. I
found it unflyable which is impressive considering I can fly most things that Ive tried. thats helicopters. small toy multirotor and
hand-built race drones. I would really not recommend this to people because the physics are unflyable. I was going to give this a
good review because of what they are trying to do, and I think that the effort should be recognised. But then I read the whole
description, and what I saw angered me. True, if a player managed to fly on this their skills would pass onto real world flying.
But they could also fly anything. Literally anything ever. The physics are also in no way matched to real world physics. This is
why games like lift-off use the beta flight PID work and real physics to fly their drones. And it works very well. But not in this.
The next thing I want to talk about is the maps. I wish more games made maps like this. Its great. Although it looks very
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unfinished if you move very slightly off the edge. The visual effects that were from unreal really add to it. But unfortunately the
visuals are the only thing that I can say something good about. Just one more thing. Ive been flying for 3 years and this is the 4th
simulator that I have tried. Im also a game dev student. I understand how much work this kind of thing takes. Its a lot. I would
be proud to get something to this point if I had made it. But its a shame. The visuals are good. They just need finishing up and a
huge overhaul on the physics. And getting rid of that add at the start that just makes me want to stab people. It has a potential.
But it needs a lot of TLC Also. A message to the devs: Dont ing say that its people not being used to the physics which is why
youve got bad reviews. Because thats exactly what youve done. And its stupid. Its also the reason ive avoided pointing out some
of things I like. Dont blame the player. Ever.. This is like the worst game i've ever played.. Well until now this game looks very
good and make fun to play. I hope it will get optimization and new stuff soon and dont end as graveyarded EA game. (Im going
to update this review if necessary) Update1 05.13.2016 The game does make a very good progress and the developer
communicate very much with the players, listen to suggestions and fix the bugs that the players post about. Also there are game
updates every few days. Thumbs up! Keep it up.. This game used to be alright, before the new update. It felt extremely
unrealistic at first, but after playing with the ingame settings for a while I managed to get something that felt alrightish. Now
with the new update a lot of those settings are gone, and replaced with "rates". It feels like to me that this was a step back rather
than forward. This being fixed along with some menu updates, it still could have potential. As of now, I would rather find
something else. Unless there is something I've missed, it is now way harder to control throttle especially indoors. (had to enable
throttle expo to 2 for it to not shoot into the ceiling on 5% throttle.) It sort of feels like a step in the right direction at some
places. And two steps back in others. I miss the settings for weight, and the rates settings, doesn't seem to go high enough, and
the roll, pitch and yaw can feel a bit too cinematic at the moment.. should be free i feel like i wasted $10. I'm sorry but I can't
get my DualShock4 (via DS4Windows) to work in this game, minus the X button, which resets my quad. Unplayable in its
current state.
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